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A PRELIMlNATiY ... :tt~ ~OUNT . 0 
the United States Ahtarctic
1 
expedition· o 
1939-41 ·has just been published by the 
American Geographical society. The · ac-
count is of special inter- · 
est here because Richard 
B. Black, a former Grand 
Forks man;'was in charge 
of one of the two bases 
made for such a stay. In two groups of 
twelve each the men were flown to an 
island 112 miles away, from which they 
were picked up by the Bear. It sounds 
quite simple, but in that inhospitable part 
of · the world, rugged and ice-bound, sub-
ject to sudden blizzards and dense fogs, 
the slightest miscalculation would have 
meant disaster. 
established on the shores 
of the southern continent, 
and from which the work 
of exploration was con-
ducted. The entire ex-
pedition, a~ on former oc-
casions, was organized 
by Admiral Byrd, whom 
Black had accompanied 
to Antarctica on a pre- Davies 
ceding expedition. 
* * * 
ON THIS OCCASION TWO MAIN 
bases were established, one within a few 
miles of the -site of Little America, the 
earlier headquarters, and the othei near-
ly 2,000 miles east. Black was in command 
of the east base, to which his party was 
carried by the Bear, one ·of the two ships 
used for transportation. The published 
pamphlet has a map of the area covered, 
which, with the accompanying text, in-
dicates the routes followed and outlined 
the land chartered. En route tp the east 
base parties from the Bear charted sev-
eral hundred miles of coast, and from the 
east base itself flights were made dur-
ing the entire stay, resulting in the chart-
ing of more hundreds of miles of coast 
which had never before been plotted on 
any map. 
* * * ONE OF THE MEMBERS OF THE 
Black party at the east base was Finn 
Ronne, a genial chap of Norse extraction 
who visited Grand Forks with Black be-
fore the expedition got under way. 
Ronne's father had been a member of one 
of the earlier Byrd expeditions: The story 
told in the pamphlet, which was prepared 
by Lieutenant Commander R. A. J. Eng-
lish, is· told in a terse, matter-of-fact way, 
and is confined chiefly to geographic and 
other scientific detail. Back of the scien-
tific data lies a wealth of dramatic hu-
man interest, in which the annals of all 
exploration are rich, but which the stay-
at-home reader must imagine for him-
self. 
* * * IN A FEW BRIEF·SENTENCES COM-
mander English tells of the , emerg~ncy 
evacuation of the east base when it was 
found late in the season that the Bear 
could not reach the ba·se because' of ice. 
Time was precious, as winte·r was closing 
in. Unless the men were moved out at 
once they would be compelled to stay for 
another year, and no .provision had been 
* * * 
A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS 
the other day, speaking against the St. 
Lawrence seaway, said that he had just 
returned from a ·visit to Canada, and that 
he had found little sentiment in that coun-
try in favor of the project. The congress· 
man, it happens, ~as from New York, 
and a New Y.ork congressman can be pret-
ty certain to find sentiment against the 
waterway improvement .' if there is any 
to be found. New York interests like to 
have all the traffic routed through their 
port, even if it costs producers, shippers 
and consumers more money. 
* * * 
IN . HIS SEARCH FOR CANADIAN 
sentiment the gentleman from New York 
had visited two Canadian" cities, Montreal 
and Quebec. To all intents Quebec is an 
Atlantic ocean port, and has no reason to 
be greatly interested, one·way or the oth· 
er, in the impro_v.ement of the St. Law-
rence. 
* * * 
MONTREAL IS THE GREAT TRANS-
fer point for shipments between the Great 
Lakes and the ocean. Canadian wheat go-
ing eastward over Canadian rails reaches 
deep water at Montreal and is there trans-
ferred to ocean vessels. Some shipments 
are ·also carried by shallow-draft vessels 
through the · present tt.nals and also are 
transferred at Montreal. Quite naturally 
the Montreal people would like to retain 
that business. In his search for Canadian 
sentiment the gentleman from New York 
looked for Canadian sentiment just where 
he might be expected to find the kind of 
sentiment ·for which he was looking. 
* * * 
FOR REASONS SIMILAR TO THOSE 
which inspire Montreal's opposition to the 
waterway improvement, river cities of a 
century ago were often violently opposed 
to the. buildin,g of railroads, and even more 
violent in their opposition to railroads 
were the carters and stage owners of Eng-
land. English weavers wrecked some of 
the early steam looms, and American farm 
hands. o~jected strenuously to the new 
fangled arves.ter which they believed 
would de ive them of their jobs. 
'-" 
MUCH HAS BEEN WRITTEN ABOUT 
the remarkable manner In which British 
morale has been maintained through the 
air raids which have wrought such havoc 
and have rendered life 
difficult at all times and 
~xtremely h a z a rd o u s 
much of the time, No-
where ls there any dif• 
ference of opinion con• 
cerning the manner in 
which the British spirit 
had remained firm and 
bouyant. But the best 
evidences of that spirit 
are to be found, not in 
the letters of newspaper 
:!orrespondents, excellent 
as many of them ,are, but 
in the Intimate letters Davies 
written by British people to relatives and 
intimate friends in this country. There 
the writers disclose their inmost thoughts, 
frankly and without posing or disguise. 
* * * I HA VE BEEN READING SOME 
letters received recently by a Grand Forks 
family from a relative in Plymouth, Eng-
land, who chats informally about ex-
periences in that often bombed city and 
of the manner In which the war has af-
fected English life. The writer is a lady 
75 years of age, of modest, but ample 
means and not all the experiences of the 
war have been able to quench her cheer-
ful spirit or suppress the quiet humor 
which her friends know to be charac-
teristic of her. On condition that I men· 
tion the names of neither writer nor lo-
cal recipients I am permitted to use some 
excerpts from a letter dated June 30. 
She writes: 
* * * "AM THANKFUL TO SAY WE ARE 
all much as usual, in spite of the two 
last dreadful raids, for neither of us got 
even a scratch. thought a H. E. (high 
explosive) bombshell a few yards down 
.the road from this house, made a big 
crater, smashed the gas, water and sewer 
mains, damaged every house, about 50 
of them. Those nearest suffered most 
of course-our front windows this time, 
also ceiling and roof again, which makes 
the fourth time. Wlll picked up a dozen 
granite blocks, very heayY, which had 
gone through our roof, made three holes 
in the ceiling of my living room and a 
fairly big hole in my front room, besides 
cracks which will necessitate papering, 
sometime, perhaps in 1942, also the win-
dow glass in the same year, D. V. (doubt-
ful, very). 
a few days, which gives one a chance to 
quiet down a bit. 
* * * "WE ARE SO THANKFUL TO THE 
U. S. A. for their help and think Mr. 
Roosevelt a splendid Christian man, also j 
the Providence was responsible for him 
being returned to power for a longer 
period than usual. 
* * * 
"I ONLY WISH PICTURES WERE 
allowed to be taken of the destruction 
Hitler's gang has done in this city alone. 
The Wanton destruction is indescribable 
-nothing whatever of military value. Had 
there been a violent earthquake one 
could has understood it, churches, the 
municipal building, postoffice, stores and 
shops, streets of them all destroyed, 
nothing left but heaps of debris and warp-
ed girders. Buildings that are standing 
have been gutted by fire. 
* * * "ONE BLESSING IS, NOW, THAT 
our boys, with the Canadians, Austra· ( 
lians, New Zealanders and South Africans 
are able to give the Huns a taste of their 
own physic, and are giving them a good l 
dose. I expect they will soon begin to 
squeal, for the lies they get dished up to 
them will not last forever. I expect that 
Hitler is getting a surprise packet from 
Russia, and what about his undying 
friendship for Stalin. When rogues fall 
out honest men will get their due," An 
old saying, as you know. 
* * * 
"WE HAD A LONG, COLD WINTER 
and spring, so the hay harvest is only 1 
just on here, and it made all. vegetables 
very dear and scarce. Had not seen an 
onion for months. We used to get tons 
of them over from Brittany until the 
war broke out. We depend so much on , 
overseas in this island. 
* * * HERE THE WRITER EXPRESSES 
thanks for a parcel of which she has been 
informed, but which had not yet arrived. 
She continues: "What we miss most of 
all is the dried fruits for cakes and for 
stewing. Also oranges and lemons. I've 
seen only one lot of them since the war 
started, and then oranges were 6 to 8 
pence per pound. There is no doubt 
there is plenty of profiteering going on. 
For instance, gooseberries are now in sea-
son. Three weeks ago· I saw them mark· 
ed one and one-half shillings (about 30 
cents at current exchange). The govern· 
ment said they were to be sold at 6 pence. 
In consequence no more are to be got 
anywhere. Strawberries are 1-6 to 1-3 
* * * per punnet, which is a chip basket 4 
WORKMEN ARE BROUGHT ~E inches square by 2 inches deep, holding 
daily from Torquay, Newton-Abbott, Corn- about a pound. Many are grown here Io-
wan and other places just to render 'first cally, so how can you make jam? These 
aid' to buildings. There is so much dam- things are rationed: Butter 1i4. pound; 
age done to dwelling houses all over the tea, 2 ounces; cheese, 2 ounces; bacon, 
place. Hundreds of people have gone into 14 pound; eggs, 3 at 2-9 per dozen; beef 
the country villages to live, others just or Iamb, one shilling's worth. I believe ' 
for sleeping accommodation, for the dura- next week we are to fiave a little more, as 
tton. The raid alarms have eased off for the Argentine are sending some over to 
_ us. We also used to get a lot of New 
Zealand lamb and butter, which is lovely, 
but of course we want the ships for other 
things just now, but none of us :nrlnd 
denying ourselves with this war on. An · 
easy way of "slimming," besides, we can 
always go to grass like Nebuchadnezzar. 
eh?" 
SENATORS NYE AND CLARK, ADDRESS-
ing a Grand Forks audience last week, wasted a 
lot of time telling the people that war is a bad 
thing. An apochraphal story attributes to Presi-
Davies 
dent 6oolidge the statement that 
the preacher had declared him-
self "agin" sin. If the preacher 
expressed himself to that effect 
he would have the entire congre-
gation with him, and undoubted-
ly the two senators were in com-
plete accord with practically 
everybody else in expressing 
their detestation of wat. There 
may be a few persons of twisted 
mentality who on general prin-
ciples prefer war to peace, but 
I have never come across any of 
thein. 
* * * 
IN THE NAZI PHILOSOPHY WAR IS AC· ' 
cepted as a natural and normal state of life, but 
even the Nazi leaders pref er to achieve their pur-
poses with as little fighting as possible. As to t_he 
German people, even those who have been hypno-
tized-by Hitler. I have no doubt that they look 
forward eagerly to the time when they shall be 
able · to settle down to a peaceful life. They have 
been taught that they are the chosen people, des-
tined to rule the world, and it will be necessary 
for them to keep on fighting until that goal is 
reached. After that there will be profound peace 
-under Nazi dictatorship. 
* * * WHETHER FOR OFFENSE OR DEFENSE, 
war is universally recognized as something dis.-
agreeable and undesirable, to be undertaken for 
the achievement of a purpose, whether that pur-
po•e be good or bad. Nobody likes it, nobody ap-
proves of it for its own sake, and when a speaker 
proclaims and declaims that was is cruel, brutal, 
hateful, ·the mental response will be "Certainly! 
What about it?'' The speaker might as well tell 
his audience that hail, and rust, and grasshoppers 
are bad for the crops. · · 
* * 
WREN -ONE LOOKS OUT UPON THE 
world he finds a mass of detail so confused, ·com-
plicated and contradictory that ·it is impossible 
tor him to arrange the pieces of the mosaic into 
any oonsistent pattern. Mixed motives, social, po-
litical and economic, are apparent everywhere. 
Men profess adhere.nee to ideals, and then use 
those ideals for the furtherance of selfish inter-
ests. Promises 1 are made that are not intended to 
be kept. Little Finland, which won and still holds 
the admiration of the world for resistance to an 
oppressor, has been brought by the turning of the 
wheel into alliance with a greater oppressor in or-
der to avenge herself. We condemn and oppose 
the soaring ambition and brutal methods of Hit-
ler, but now Hitler is fighting Communistic Rus-
sia, and few of us have any use for Communism. 
At every turn we meet some fact that seems to 
contradict some other fact, and every street seems 
to have a dead end. ' 
* "* * 
IF WE UNDERTAKE TO EXAMINE THE 
world situation item by item we find ourselves in 
the position of the man who couldn't see the 
forest for the trees. But, examined in perspective, 
at a suitable distance, there appears a pattern 
which is distinct, consistent and understandable. 
Hitler has declared that the system which he has 
built must rule Germany, and that under the 
guidance of himself and his fellows, Germany 
must dominate the world. As a necessary part 
of that program he _lias made himself master of 
nearly all of Europe, and with an iron hand _ he 
has suppressed whatever of liberty existed in the 
countries which he had overrun, and as rapidly 
as possible he is making their inhabitants slave 
laborers to aid in the expansion of his military 
machine. 
* * * 
HITLER IS IN DIRECT ALLIANCE WITH 
Italy and Japan. He had crushed France. He is 
now attempting to crush Russia. His agents have 
been diligently at work throughout Latin Ameri-
ca. He has his fifth columnists in the United 
States operating to sabotage the American de-
fense program. His domination of the world can .. 
not be complete until He had disposed of Great 
Britain and the United States. If possible he will 
avoid conflict with the United States until he has 
subdued Britain. For the time being British resist-
ance serves to insure the United States against 
immediate attack, whether direct or roundabout. 
Therefore the most effective defense of America 
lies in aiding Britain in her conflict with Hitler. 
* * * t WHAT FORM THAT AID SHALL TAKE UL- l 
timately must depend on later developments. 
Thus far we have been supplying war material 
to Great Britain. That has been exceedingly use-
ful, and it may be that if production can be ex-
panded greatly and rapidly and transportation of 
goods can be assured, Hitler can be subdued with-
out direct military aid from the United States. 
But, if Britain is crushed, we shall find ourselves 
alone in a world dominated by the avowed apostle 
of brute force1 That makes it fairlr clear where 
the real interest of the United States lies, and 
what constitutes a real "America first" program. ·· 
HARRY O'BRIEN OF PARK RIVER 
devotes a column in is Walsh County 
Press to the America First meeting re-
cently held in Grand Forks. Harry devot-
ed special attention to 
Senator Nye · for galli· 
vanting about the coun-
try making speeches and 
to Mayor Thoresen for 
introducing him. Really, 
the whole subjec·t is 
nothing to get excited 
about, but Harry is a 
very positive person who 
goes after a thing ham-
mer and tongs when he 
goes at all. 
* * * 
MENTION OF OFFI-
cial introductions recalls 
to me an incident during the administra-
tion of Dr. J. D. Taylor as mayor of 
Grand Forks. Dr. Taylor was an enthusi-
astic and military Republican, but he was 
·greatly disappoint~d in not having an 
<>pportunity to introduce William J. 
Bryan to a Grand Forks audience. Bryan 
was a distinguished American and a can-
didate for president of the United States. 
Dr. Taylor felt that when a man occupy-
ing such a position made a public appear-
ance in Grand Forks he should be wel-
comed by the official head of the city, 
and he was prepared to extend such a 
welcome to . Bryan without abating in any 
degtee his opposition to Bryan's princi-
ples. However, the people in charge 
thought it better ,to have a Democrat do 
the honors. I have forgotten w~~t Demo-
crat introduced Bryan on that occasion. 
::t, * * 
IN CONNECTION WITH THE CELE-
bration of the golden jubilee of Lebanon 
Masonic lodge at Langdon on July 28 
there was issued a booklet giving a his-
toriy of the lodge and a complete roster 
cf 1ts membership from the beginning to 
da~e. In very large measure the history 
of Lebanon lodge is the history of Lang-
do itself, for the men who founded the 
lodge and carried on its work have at all 
times been leaders in the civic and busi-
ness life of the community. 
* * * 
LEBANON LODGE WAS CONSTI-
tuted July 27, 1891 by James McDonald 
of Grafton, then a grand lodge officer 
and later grand master. There were 12 
charter members, of whom John M. 
Blakely was chosen master. The twelve 
charter members were. John M. Blakely, 
Marcus G. Fossum, John Bidlake, Robert 
Meiklejohn, Frank J. Hodgins, Robert 
Fleming, James Bowery, John Hunter, 
Alfred W. Putnam, Fred Hall, Isaac 
Ullyot and James T. Anderson. In the 
jubilee booklet there appears after . the 
name of each of these twelve the word 
"Deceased." Not one is left of the found-
ers of the lodge. Through the years here 
have been admitted to the lodge 535 men, 
of whom 114 are now active members 
in good standing of Lebanon lodge, while 
at least an equal number a:Pe members 
of lodges in other cities. The booklet not 
only gives the name of each of these 
members and former members, but the 
present address of those who are living. 
Collection of this information and bring-
ing it up to date must have involved a 
vast amount of .research, and the result 
is something that will be of real value, 
now and hereafter. 
* * * . 
I SEEM TO HAVE DISCOVERED A 
new bug, or maybe it is merely · an old 
one that has reappeared. Anyway, I sup-
pose I am entitled to the same sort of 
congratulation that was given the patient 
by his doctor. The patient was· suffering 
with some obscure malady and had gone 
to the physician to see what was the 
matter with him. After a long and in-
volved examination the doctor shook 
hands with his patient and said: "My 
de~r sir, allow me ta congratulate you! 
You have contracted a painful and in-
variably fatal disease which has been 
supposed to be extinct for more than 
three hundred years!" 
' * * * 
I FIND THAT MY SWEETPEAS 
are loaded with insects so small as to 
be scarcely visible without a magnifying 
glass. These tiny creatures are grayish 
, white and are found, sometimes in lus-
ters and sometimes singly on leaves and 
stalks, ancl I found them in thousands 
on the iron frame which supports the 
fence. There they were very active, mov-
ing back and forth, weaving almost in-
visible webs. Presumably they are aphis 
of s·ome sort, but they are entirely differ-
ent from anything that I have seen be-
fore. I suggest ·that sweetpeas be looked 
over carefully,, 
ALMOST EVERYONE IS FAMILIAR 
with the old jingle, of which there are 
_ many versions, one of them beginning: 
'Pen little Iaju,n boys 
. :Went out to dme. 
One choked his little ~. 
Then there were..._ 
I have a oopy of a pa-
ro«J&r on that jingle 
. which Jiu traveled a 
loJJg w~. P'l,rst publish-
ed in a New Zealand pa· 
per, it was sent by a 
reader to a .fr.lend in 
England. That .friend 
sent it to a friend in 
Grand Forlts, who has 
passed it on to me. It 
atruek me • 
.suspect that it 
SCFap bOll.u...a-. .. ~'l#VJ., 
* * * 
• NRW VEBSION. 
AlMlhorship Unknown. 
~en lkflle .foreign lands 
~g of a swine; 
'.Austria thought-but couldn't a~ 
'. And there wer nin 
Nine little foreign lands 
Simmering with hate; 
"111.e Czechs .found hating not &n0ugli 
'.A.11d then there were ~gbt. 
Eight little foreflf!l lands 
, Put their trust in heavenJ 
,, PoBd trusted overmuch · 
And then tltere were sev,en. 
Seven little foreign lands 
In an awfQJ .fix; 
Norway tried netdhdffy 
And then ttiere were aiK. 
Six little foreign lands 
Hardly half alive; 
De~MU,$.to Q&iry work 
And then' there were five. 
Five little foreign lands 
Tried the o 
Belgian t w their arms 
And ffftere were four. 
Fow little foreign lands 
. Ho~,IHt,~· 
Holland cot'iliilti't · stand ~ strain 
And then there were three. 
nan 
Luxemburg got eaten up 
And then there were two. 
Two little foreign lands 
Went to meet the Hun; 
Franee's leaders ran away 
• :And then there was one. 
One little seagirt-land 
Standing all alone; 
Is going to win this blinking war 
:And win it on her own! 
* * * DOWN IN NEW YORK THEY EDU· 
• cate their baseball umpires-or try to. At 
: a school of instruction held in the big 
city the other day an instructor in physi-
• cal education from Columbia explained 
the fine points of umpiring, illustrating 
his lecture by means of a chart represent-
ing a . baseball field. Players were repre- ' 
sented by little magnetized figures which 
would remain in whatever position they 
were placed. When the instructor was 
asked if in actual play a situation ~ 
o~ Jn--wldoh a fill la the grancJ. 
stand could see the play better than the 
umpire, the instructor shouted indignant-
"~ fffli!f-.~ I would put the 
ump in the sfmi•iii#st ,tm hot dogs 
and peanuts instead e>f ymg him a 
salary!" 
* * * JAPAN HAS APOLOGIZED TO THE 
United States for hitting an American 
gunboat with a bomb, and Secretary Stin-
son has apo;g~ to Senator Wheeler 
.for mistakep. • ffng him with trying 
u ;o diers to protesting against 
. The United States 
has accepted the Japanese apology, and 
Senator Wheeler said it was ''very de-
cent" of Stimson to make his apology. In 
this wave of politeness would it be reas-
onable to expect mt1er or Ickes to apol-
ogize to somebody for somethi?lg? 
* * * 
:A. HEADLINE IN A NEW ¥.QIU(~~ 
# starts o(t ' • • ~ 
, owever, even 
· th .._ blistering day. lt wu 
the number of persons reported ~ . 
Ing .from heat prostration. 
80MB W.EKS .AGO 'A CORRES-
J;>ondent · asked wlly something was not 
~one to :recall Senator Nye. To this I re-
J>lied that there is no provision for the 
Jeoall of senators. Another correspondent 
who neglects to sign his 
name quotes a part of 
the North Dakota recall 
law t'O the effect that it 
shall apply to any co~-
gressional, state, county, 
judicial or legislative of· 
ficer. 
There can be no ques-
tion that the framers of 
the recall law intended 
it to apply to senators 
and representatives In 
congress, both of whom 
are congressional offic-
ers. But the federal con-
itution says that representatives in con-
ress shall be elected for two years, and 
enators for six years. There seems, 
therefore, to be conflict on this subject 
l>etween federal arid state constitutions, 
and, if there 1• such conflict, the federal 
~onstitutlon, of .course, would govern. 
* * * 
FOR 'rHIS REASON I HAVE AS-
umed all along that neither senators nor 
~epresentatives in congress can .be re-
:ealled, and that view is supported by ex--
eellent legal opb1ion. However, the ques-
·lion must be considered open, as there 
as been no legal determination . of it. 
e may be certain that if the issue were 
aised in a .formal proceeding, extended 
··ttgat:lon would follow. 
* * * . 
IT MAY BE ASSUMED THAT. IF A 
1)9titlon were filed .for recall of a senator 
tt• legality would be contested in the 
would ·be asked to pass on lt. Then, if 
the state courts decided the procedure to 
be legal, and an election were held, re-
sulting in the ·defeat of the incumbent 
and election of his rival, the senate itself 
would have to decide whether to retain 
the incumbent member or oust him and 
seat his rival. The -senate is the sole 
judge of 'the qualifications of its mem-
bers. The senate is traditionally jealous 
of its prerogatives, and a pretty clear 
legal case would have· to be made to . in-
duce it to unseat one of its members. For 
these reasons there is at least strong 
probability against the unseating of' a 
United States senator by means of the 
recall. All this is quite apart from any 
conditions which might cause individuals 
to desire application of the recall. 
* * * 
·"THE VOYAGEUR'S HIGHWAY" IS 
an interesting book just published by the · 
Minnesota Historical society. The author, 
Dr. Grace Lee Nute, has assembled an 
immense quantity of material relating 
to the great water highway ·from Lake 
Superior to Lake Winnipeg, which was 
old in use by explorers and fur · traders 
when much of the territory now 'far bet-
ter known was new. Says the writer: 
"Hardly were the\ Pilgrim fathers ac-
quainted with their ·rocky fringe of · con-
tinent when French explorers reached 
the very heart of North America. By 
1660 both shores of Lake Superior had 
been visited, and men ·had gone beyond 
-how far we do not know." 
* * * 
etate courts a~d the supreme court 
NOT ONLY HAS :OR. NUTE TRACED 
the route followed by the early travelers 
by means of old ·maps and ancient rec-
ords, but .she has traveled those hundreds 
of miles I of fascinating highway herself 
in her own canoe, sometimes paddling it 
, herself, and sometimes assisted over port-
ages by friendly Indians who still inhab~ 
it that still remote and "little-known coun-
1 try. · 
A FEW DAYS AGO I WROTE ABOUT 
a tiny insect that I had found on my 
sweet peas, and which had been classi-
fied by several friends as some sort of 
aphis, although very much smaller than 
the green aphis, or plant 
louse, with which all gar-
d e n e r s are familiar. 
Thanks to Dr. G. C. 
Wheeler, head of the 
University department 
of biology, and his mic-
roscope, I have . learned 
that the bug isn't an 
aphis at all, but a spid-
er. 
Davies 
This insect is classi-
fied as a red spider mite. 
Mine are white, or near-
ly so, but that doesn't 
matter. It is well known 
that green blackberries are red. Similar-
ly, a "red" spider may be white. These 
almost invisible insects are of wide dis-
tribution. Evergreens suffer from their 
depredations, and at times they attack 
both · flowering plants and garden and 
field · crops. An excellent book on insects 
has a picture of an infected spray of 
sweet peas which might easily be a pho-
togr~ph of one of my plants. Accompany-
ing 1t is the following description: 
* * * 
"LEAVES OF PLANTS INFESTED 
by red spiders present a peculiar appear-
ance. Those lightly infested have pale 
blotches or spots showing through the 
leaf. In heavy infestations the entire leaf 
appears light in color, dries up, often 
turning reddish-brown in blotches or 
around the edge. Plants generally lose 
their vigor and die. The undersurface of 
lightly infested leaves will show silken 
threads spun across them. In heavy in-
festations there threads may form a web 
over the entire plant, upon which the 
mites crc1.wl and to which they fasten 
their eggs. The underside of leaves, on 
close examination, will be found covered 
with. minute ~ight-legged mites, showing 
as tiny, reddish, greenish, yellowish or 
blackish moving dotes on the leaves. The 
color appears to vary in part with the 
kind of food." ' 
* * *· 
ANOTHER PARAGRAPH TELLS OF 
the blotched appearance of leaves · of 
beans and other infected plants, and con-
tinues: 
"The under surfaces of such leaves 
look as if they had been very lightly 
dusted with fine white powder. When ex-
~mined under a lens the fine white specks 
are seen to consist of empty wrinkled 
skins and minute spherical eggs and to 
be suspended on almost invisible strands 
of ·silk. Upon this silk, and beneath it on 
the surface of the leaf, are resting or 
runni~g about numerous minute, whitish, 
greenish or reddish eight-legged mites of 
several sizes, up to about 1-60 inch long. 
These mites live upon the sap of the 
plant, which is drawn by piercing the 
leaf with two sharp, slender lances at-
tached to the mouth. Besides the loss of 
sap it seems possible that the leaves are 
poisoned by the feeding of the mites." 
* * * 
· AS THESE MITES DO NOT CHEW 
the leaves, arsenical or similar poisons 
have no effect on them. Ordinary contact 
sprays have scarcely any effect on them 
unless so strong as to destroy the plants. 
The simplest treatment recommended is 
to spray with a mixture of glue and 
water. Several formulas are given for \ 
spraying, but this is the simplest as well 
as the cheapest. It is the one that I shall \ 
try. The mixture recommended is one 
pound of glue dissolved in eight gallons 
of water. This should be repeated after 
about a week in order to catch mites that 
have hatched since the earlier spraying. 
* * * 
THE GLUE TREATMENT IS QUITE 
old. It operates to close the pores of 
small, soft-bodied insects and smothers 
them. After the glue has done its work, 
which takes about a day, it should be 
washed off with a strong jet of water 
from the garden hose. 
* * * 
PHARAOH AND HIS EGYPTIANS 
were plagued with frogs. We are exper-
iencing a plague of toads, and most per-
sons would prefer frogs. Every highway 
is covered with the obnoxious reptiles, 
and they have invaded the city. Toads live 
on insects, and there are now so many 
of them that soon there should be no 
insects- left. 
TKE AMERICAN POSTOFFICE IS A 
great institution. Most of us know very lit-
tle about it. Occasionally we see state-
ments of its volume of business and of 
its hundreds of -millions of revenues and 
expenditure, but those 
things asaarcely register. 
We drop a letter into the 
mail box and take it for 
granted that within an 
.., incredibly brief time it 
will arrive at its intend-
ed destination, which 
may be in the heart of 
a great city or in an ob-
scure hamlet or a lone-
ly farm a thousand 
miles away. The mail 
carrier calls at our door 
daily and delivers the 
daily paper, business and Davies 
social-letters and packages of all descrip-
tions which have been sent from all aorts 
of places. We take this service .for grant .. 
ed, and~ we think little about the means 
by wl'lieh it :kl a.ccomp~ished. 
* * * 
A SHORT TIME AGO I MAILED A 
package to a New York City address, 
also a letter informing the addressee that 
the package was being sent. By return 
maU, I should judge, the letter was re-
turned with the notation on the envelope 
HNo suoh address in New York City." I 
looked up tile correct address and :found 
that I had carelessly written 186th street 
:Instead of 168th street. I notified my 
friend of the error and also wrote the 
postoffice asking that the address be cor-
rected if the package had been misdirect-
ed and was still held. (It was mailed 
1ourth class, postage 3 cents.) Promptly 
I received a card from the New Yo:rk of-
. fice acknowledging receipt of my request 
and saying that the matter would be 
&f ven immediate attention. 
* * * 
'A DAY OR 'IWO LATE'.R I RECEIV-
ed a lefter from my friend saying that 
the package had been correctly addressed 
by me and had been delivered. I have just 
recef ved another card from· the posto~ice 
gaying that the package had been d iv-
ered and giving date of delivery. 
POSTAGE ON THE PACKAGE COST 
me 3 cents. My letter to the office cost 3 
cents more. 'At a total cost to me of 6 
cents the postal department carried a 
package and a letter 2,000 miles, deliver-
ed the package to the addressee, acknowl-
edged the· Jetter in which I had asked to 
have the supposedly erroneous address. 
corrected, and then notified me of deliv-
ery of the package. The letter which I 
had addressed incorrectly was. carried 
from Grand Forks to New York and back 
for 3 cents. 
* * * 
THAT KIND OF SERVICE CALLS 
for intensive organization. Without that 
the service could not be given at all. With 
it, it is given immediately. Incidentally, 
postoffice people are human, and make 
mistakes, like the rest of us. The card 
which I just now received had been ad-
dressed to Grand Rapids instead of Grand 
Forks, and somebody had corrected it. 
* * * 
MRS. H. ZlNDARS, 209 EUCLID 
avenue, had more gr~en peas than were 
needed at the time, and part of them were 
set aside for later use. When she started 
to shell them for a later meal Mrs. Zin-
dars found that nearly all of them had 
sprouted in the pods. Peas are persistent 
growers, and quite often they wlll sprout 
when quite green if they are fairly well 
advanced and conditions of heat and 
moisture are right. 
- * * • 
IN DIRECTING CHANGE OF AD-
dress of his Herald upon his return from 
a vacation trip J. J. Vleck of Langdon 
writes: 
"I just returned from a six weeks 6,000-
mile railroad vacation trip that took me 
through Chicago, Memphis, New Orleans, 
Pensacola, Fla., Montgomery, Atlanta, 
Washington, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Bos-
ton, New York, Portland and Bangor, 
Maine, all through the New England 
states, up to Montreal, Toronto, (Guelph, 
Kitchner, Strattford, London, close to W. 
P. Davies old stamping gro:unds), in all 
these many and various cities, I purchas-
ed and read their daily paper, and I can 
honestly state that none of them, in my 
estimation, is anywhere all around as 
good as your Grand Forks Herald, from 
your .front page to your back page you 
print a good paper each and every em-
ployee who is responsible for printing 
and publishing such a fine newspaper as 
the Grand Forks Herald can feel proud 




ONE OF THE INTERESTING RESI· l business career was publislied in this col· 
dents of Peking, China, is Miss Helen Bur· umn about that time. 
ion, a former North Pakota girl who has . * * _ * 
built up a large business in Oriental art . WHENCE AND WBrfHER? WHER~ 
. . ch· cit Miss did the toads come from, and where did 
1oods m the ancient mese y. . . they go? One night last week toads· were 
Burton was born m · . 
Grand Forks county, but so thick on . some of t~e Gr~nd Fo:ks 
lived in the county only streets tha.t it was practically 1mposs1ble 
a short time. Her sister, t<? walk :w1t~out ~tepping on them .. ~ext 
M s. Samuel H. Merritt mght, with identical . weather conditions, 
r . . . not a toad was to be seen on those same 
of Bismarck, writes Miss streets nor were any in evidence on lawns 
Beatrice Johnstone that . , 
Helen Burton was born and in gardens near by. They disappear-
at Hegton, a Grand ed as suddenly as they had appeared. 
Forks county postoffice * · * * 
which has been discon- A BELIEF THAT HAS BEEN RATH-
tinued. Her father was · er widely held is that toads a~d frogs 
C. A. Burton, a former often come down with the rain. Of 
county superintendent of course a tornado may pick up heavy ob-
schools in this county. jects and . carry them great distances 
Davies When Helen was very when they return to earth, often in the 
small the family moved to Fort Steven- downpour of rain which usually follows 
son, near the present Fort Berthold, a tornado. Water may be sucked up from 
where Mr. Burton was superintendent of a lake or pond, and with toads, frogs and 
the Indian school there. Later the family fish, which, sometime and somewhere 
moved to Bismarck, where Helen graduat- must come down. There is just that much 
ed from the high school. Later she attend- basis for the belief that toads and frogs 
ed Oberlin, and still later she was gradu- "rain down." 
ated from the University of Colorado. * * * 
She visited her sister . in Bismarck last BARRING THOSE RARE INSTAN· 
year, and an account of her remarkable -ce.s, however, the old notion may be dis-
-+-~--~---,.- L missed as a superstition. There remains 
considerable mystery surrounding the 
. appearance of toads or frogs in countless 
· numbers immediately after a heavy show-
er. That phenomenon is a fairly familiar 
one. The toads were hatched in the ordin-
ary course in streams o:r ponds and there 
passed through the pollywog stage. Then 
they developed legs and began to hop. 
But at a given moment and in a given 
area there was not a toad to be seen. 
Then, after a few minutes' rain the 
ground was literally covered with . them. 
They had been somewhere, but where was 
it? It isn't strange that people thought 
they had come down with the rain. 
* * * 
ANOTHER EXPLODED THEORY IS 
1 that one may . "catch" warts by handling 
·toads. Probably that notion arose from 
· the fact that the backs of many toads 
look warty, though they are not. Still 
another ancient belief is that the toad 
l has a jewel in bJs head. Shakespeare re-
ij
f rs to this superstition in "As You Like 
," making the old duke say: 
Sweet are the uses of advertisy; 
hich, like the toad, ugly and veno.mous, 
Wears yet a precious jewel in his head." 
'* * * JUDGED BY MOST STANDARDS THE 
toad is far from handsome. But he is not 
venomous. He is not only harmless, but 
exceedingly useful, for . he lives chiefly on 
insects, and a few toads will help ma-
terially: in keeping a garden free of pests. 
But, harmless and useful as the toad is, 
I don't iike him, and I have no desire to 
cultivate his acquaintance. 
A 
here has a portrait of Commander C. L. 
Tomkin11, formerly of Grand Forks, whose 
leath was announced recently in the 
H~rald. The 1,1&per, in an· 
nounclng f\tileral serv• 
..lees, gives the following 
:'Jietails: 
"Comdr. TorliJd:da WU 
admitted to .naval MW-
~ttal in February after a 
heart attack. He was 
ii,orn at Port Colbume, 
Ont, and a Wood-
stock coll 
~ the Uni 
Davies 
1897 and uttltld at Grand 
Forks, N. b. He attended 
,Ceokuk Medieal college, 
tr.'hich is now part of 
Drake university, and practiced dentistry 
fp Grand Forks for 16 years. 
"He rec:etNd his val coi;nmiulon in 
-418. Hew 
,:ntal society and a as • 
.st four years, he had been at the na 
,raining station. Surviving are his wife, 
.~rs. Jessie D. Tomkins, of 1038 Le Roy 
ltreet; a daughter, Mrs. Lora Vernon; 
two sons, James F. and Lewis G. Tom· 
ldns, and two grandchildren." 
* * ... IN 
lessor , e en 
"Of romance languages at the University 
of North Dakota, discusses some phases 
of the modern fanguage problem which 
should be of interest to many readers 
just at this time: 
• * * 
"BEING A MODERN LANGUAGI: 
k!acher :,our recent comments on the 
:.alue of SJl8JWlhr Esper· 
anto to America were of 
terest to me. Similarity in lanfda e fa 
-.lllldoubtedly a desirable thing In helping 
lQdivid:I Ai .dlqeJ:eDt nationalities to 
"11111de.f!ltan arl'cf ~te each other, 
especlally in business and travel. Yet its 
importanoe should not be overestimated. 
Some of the bloodi~~'"' in histoJiX 
have arluA.Jn eo&llilrtes w ere ~
conversed in the same tongue. Aj,m 
national language ls no panacea for the 
ills of the world and will leave human 
relations pretty much as they are unless 
good will, toleration; charity and justice 
are more diligently practised by the whole 
world. 
"THE ADOPTION OR 
one of the many existing languages, for 
international relations, has been the cause 
of endless controversies. Students of the 
subject do not agree which one It ought 
to be. Some advocate one d~ language 
(Latin) or some ~ lppQe (English, 
French or a co1n~ of English and 
French. Others advocate one or another 
artificial language (Volapuk, Esperanto or 
Ido). On the other hand, some scholars 
trgue in favor of two world languages 
<English and French), while others insist 
that there is no need for a universal lan· 
aµage and that tbtJ'e can be no world 
guage, because the vocal organs of 
ferent races are so different that a 
~uage will change too greatly for the 
races using it to understand it. 
* * * 
"OF ALL THID PROPOSED ARTIFI· 
(?ial international languages Esperanto in-
vented by Dr. ZalaDhof in 1887 has the 
greatest popularity. Dr. Zamenhof, a Rus-
sian, was a phy8lclap, linguist a»d hU· 
manltarian, but also a first-rate propa· 
iandlst. His disciples today still share 
1ls boundless enthusiasm and assume the 
:ole of crusaders and missionaries. In 
:heir opinion Esperanto is a boom to hu-
nanity, the key to world peace. However, 
lnguages have their strong and weak 
>ints, including EspeaJ;lto. Zamenhof 
sted that the acquisition of Esperanto 
e lil?ht amusement of a few 
day• and that his rrammar can be learned 
perfectly in one hour! In actual practice 
th1a claim ls not consistently born out. 
* * * "PROGRESS IN A LANGUAGE, NA• 
tural or artificial, depends largely on Qie 
abillty of both stud • It 
take& a OO~le Uoa-, Ultereat -~~. to Jeani bow to UD d 
and speak Esperanto with flelllty and flu• 
ency. Lastly, certain features in Esper-
by varloua 
'.If its soundl, 
Its suffix sys-
for on and its vocabu· 
lary which Jacks abaolqte internationality 
(Oriental races). The!N! tnay be slight 
shortcomings, but they count just the 
same. 
ral that the adop-
tion of an auxiliary language should be 
advocated and fostered. In the ~--
hemisphere, however, where English and 
Spanish «lone are pmmlnent, the. use of 
an auxlllary language Is not essentlal. 
* * * 
SPANISH lli.~ 
t. Our govern· 
ment liu the necessity of 
learning one or mbre ot the l8aluag 
of other countries, and Spanish, of oourse, 
is one of them. On various occasions 
statesmen, businessmen, engineers and 
journalists have ~ its importance 
mJIIIDf!l'ClaUy Ud ••n_Uy. George Ber· 
nard Shaw even declared that Spanish ls 
perhaps the best substitute for Latin in 
education. 
"THE 
Washington has done for yeant 
work in the promo~er lelations 
among American repllt,'lli,i.: ~ ~ 
cently organized DMslon of C Re, 
laUo bl the department • 
bending all lts eUOfli!I ~ the same 
end. In order to enco~ closer 
contacts, exchange scholarships and pro-
fessorshipa have been established between 
Latin American universities and our own. 
At this particular point It must be re-
called that our University of North Da· 
kota ted 
e Unlveralty or 
Buenos Aires, in which four young men 
participated. Only recently it has come 
to my notice that certain private agencies 
are urging our young people to settle in 
South America. 
* * * 
"LATIN AMERICA MAKES A STRONG 
appeal, indeed, to youthful minds in our 
schools and colleges, because of the com• 
mon ties it ~ with us, as for 
its love for-,~ _Md 
its econo~ fife '~ ' a 
billty. This appeal is reflected ln the 
generous enrolments in Spanish every• 
where in the country. Moreover, Spanisll 
otters decided advantages to the learners. 
It Is easy to acquire and Is pronounced 
practically the way It Is written; It can 
be heard almost at any hour of the day 
over the radio. What a golden op~· 
lty for the ambitious student! Taken aH 
in all, Spanish la a living, progressive 
language! An attlflclal language cannot 
poaslbly take Its lace on our continent." 
WHEN NUMEROUS BASEMENTS. aure toward au lower basement openings, 
especially in the South End of the city., and flooding is inevitable unless Pr»Vent- 1 
were flooded during recent rain stol'ID$, ed by some form of plugging. 
several persons have asked: "What's the ,ir • • 
matter with that 1torm sewer that was OVERLOADING OF SEWERS IS A 
supposed to take care of condition which is bound to increase with 
thesurfacewater?" There Increased population. During the past 
seems to have been a several years the city has expanded 
rather general impres- greatly toward the southwest, and scores 
sion that such a •ewtr of new homes are now served by the sew-
was constructed aJ>o11t l!rl. Those are ample for all sanitary pur-
two years ago, and peo- poses, but when we get two Inches of rain 
pie couldn't understand in an hour they just will not carry the 
why it wasu't working, load. New paving tias increased the com-
Making inquiry about pllc:•tlons, as the water runs more quickly 
thi1 ~ was told by the to the sewer fll)m a pa~d street than 
city enaJn,~r that there trom. one that is ;not paved. 
ls no storm NWltl', u RESIDENCE SEWERS ARE OFTEN 
supposed. Three years equipped with valves which are intended 
ago, said Mr. Hulteng, Davlea to prevent backing up from the mains. 
plans were prepared for There may be some such valves that 
a storm sewer which would take eare of work. Mine doesn't. In the first cloud· 
the 1urface water throughout the south- burst after It was installed I had two 
e:rn 41st+Ict. The work on this wu tc, be feet of water in the basement, and that 
performed by WPA. labor, and all arrange- would have been repeated on every slmi· 
Irienta ha~ bffn made for the work to lar occasion if I hadn't kept the drains 
begin. But just before th~ date set for plugged, which I do whenever it looks 
starting the work WP A labor was severe- . like rain. The valve is well made and 
Jy curtailed, and no such labor was avail- looks efficient and expensive. It was ex-
able for that job. That ls why the storm pensive, all right, but I can't depend on 
sewer has not got beyond the blueprint it. To anyone about to bulld I offer the 
stage. The plans as originally prepared suggestion: Put not your trust in valves 
are on file in the engineer's office, await- -without a guarantee th'at they will 
ing a favorable ·opportunity to begin the work. 
work. * * * 
* * * THE OTHER DAY IT SEEMED THA'I 
IN LEVEL TERRITORY SUCH AS all the toads had left my neighborhood, 
ours the disposal of storm water presents and I wondered where they had gone. ! 
a real problem. Inclination of the surface am informed that they went out to thr 
is 10 slight that there is little surface University, whether in pursuit of learning 
runoff other than to the sewers, and the or of food I do not know. I am told, too, 
sewers themaelve• muat be so nearly that at the University they are all going 
level that the current in them ts relative- west, whereas down town somebody said 
ly slow. Hence a very heavy rain is likely that they all hopped north and they 
to fill them to capacity, clear up to street couldn't be persuaded to go in any other 
leveL When that happens there is pres- direction. 
* * * 
A YEAR OR SO AGO THEY STARTED 
to reconstruct the avenue entrance to the 
postoffice. Some of the old material was 
removed, then things came to a stand-
still, and the door was barricaded, as I 
recall, for months. Presently they got a 
door in, and the entrance wa1 used. Then 
'they had to do it all over again, and that 
, job has been in progress for weeks. 
About the time that the second spasm of 
' work .on that doorway was begun local 
, contractors began remodeling the entire 
first floor of the Red River National 
bank bulldlng, a job which included, 
among other things, the building of a 
new vault and the razing of the old one. 
J In the race between the rebuilding of the 
bank and the reconstruction of a post-
office doorway, which will win? I'm bet-
ting on the bank. 
• * * 
SOMEBODY HAS NOTICED THAT 
whenever there is a big crop there is a 
lot of bar c~op weather. It isn't hard to 
figure that out. For a good crop there 
must be plflnty of raip. 'Fhat mean, fre-
quent ahower,. But frequent showers arc 
generaUY developed by· eat, and that 
means .that a good many of the showers · 
are apt to be too heavy and accompanied 
by wind, lightning and hail. And there 
you are. 
WHEN ANNOUNCEMENT WAS 
made of restrictions on the manufacture 
of silk for ordinary commercial purposes 
there was a grand rush of women to the 
big stores to buy silk stockings. In order 
to prevent hoarding some 
of the stores have re-
stricted purchases to one 
pair of stockings per per-
son. Now that the first 
rush is over it appears 
that those who were so 
eager to lay in big stodtS 
may have fooled them• 
selv4';. 
J1i the first pl,lce, I aw 
tolf hat the sill fn stoe!t 
ings deteriorates greatly 
even If not worn, so that 
those who have bought 
for a long time in ad- Davies 
vance are likely some time hence to 
find their. "llew" hose dropping to pieces. 
Also, the factor of patriotic sentiment en-
ters in. 'I'he govemment needs silk for 
certain defe~ purr,oses. The patriotic 
American is wllllng to make sacrifices in 
order to assist the government. Some 
months hence what woman wm dare to 
appear in public with her legs encased in 
silk when all her neighbors are wearing 
cotton? 
* * * ONE OF THE CURIOUS DEVELOP· 
ments of this war is the fact that Ger-
man mail bags are being used for the 
transportation of British official dis-
patches. Among the effects of a passeng-
er arriving in New York the other day 
on the plane from Bermuda were two 
red bags plafnly stamped "Deutsche 
Reichspost." But their tags were marked 
"'On His Britannic Majesty's Service. ' 
The passenger was a courier in the serv-
ice of the British government, and the 
bags contained dispatches :for British 
diplomatic officials on this side. With oth-
er material they had been captured 1n a 
raid, and they were being used in the 
kind of service for which they were or-
iginally intended, but in the hands of 
different people. 
* * * 
A YOUNG ENGLISH FARMER TRIED 
to get into th~ R. A. F'., but was rejected 
on medical grounds, but when the ex-
aminers learned that be regularly drove 
a truck to market to deliver the pigs 
which he raised they inducted him as a 
truck driver and put him to work at that 
job. But the pig industry on that farm, 
left in charge of the young man's moth-
er, slumped, and the output declined 40 
per cent. Then the authorities sent the 
young man back to the farm and told 
him to keep on raising pigs. They could 
get plenty of truck drivers, but men 
who could make a success of raising pigs 
were not so numerous. 
* * * L.AsT MONDAY NIGHT WAS THE 
night on which we were to expect the an-
• nual August shower of meteors, but I 
haven't seen an account of any unusual 
display. A .farmer in Georgia did the best 
he could by plowing u a 1 7 und me-
teorlte in his field. This ls said to be the 
fifth largest meteorite in the govern-
ment's collection. The rock, however, is 
not more tM.n remotely related to mod-
em meteoric showers, as scientists es-
timate its age to be somewhere in the 
neighborhood of 15 million years. 
* * * 
AS SPECTACLES MOST OF THOSE 
meteoric showers are diqppQinting. I 
have seen many of them, hue.riot one that 
could ntasonably be called a "shower." 
The shooting stars might come at inter-
vals varying ·from a minute to an hour-
interelWtfng, but scarcely exciting. One 
re~, htwe• al showers that have 
occurred once in 'a long time, when many 
of the celestial fragments would be in 
the air at the same•ttme and the brilliant 
light from them would • continuous. A 
spectacle of that sort would be worth 
watching. 
* * * A NEW HAMPSHIRE AUCTIONEER 
held up a bucksaw which he was offer-
ing for sale. "During my years of auc-
tioneering," he said, "I have never sold 
a bucksaw to a man. It is always bid in 
by a woman. The men buy easy chairs. 
How much am I bid?' The saw :finally 
went for 45 cents-to a woman. 
ONB OJ' '.l1tE BEST 01' '1'HE NBW BOOBS 
that I have read ta ''The Keys ot the Kingdom,"· 
i)y Dr. A. J. Cronin. It is the story in fiction, 
of Father Chisholm, of his experiences as a boy 
· and young man in his native 
Scotland, and then of his long 
years as a missionary in Chi~ 
The book is marked bJ keen 
analysis, striking dtllCriptioft 
and quotable passaaea. One of 
its episodes has appealed to me 
with special fo~. Father 
Chisbolm's mission is In an ~a 
of China that Is domlnate4 by 
Wai, a. local "war lord," • ~ 
ta1 bbdlt c,t the wom type. tcs 
whon,. the ~ lnhabltanta 
pay ft1.but& u bilug.nce a,alnat 
pillqe and ~urde. ~
:bo~ w.or lord of more moderate type, 
u· ·"'~l!I' to: overthrow Wai and auoceed him, and 
ar betwNn the two factlona. Father 
man or pe1ce. doea not wish hll 
Jl!tGIJ'M~: l1ato tie coiltllct. They are 
~ to be lift 
OOJ¥;nthti 
-' 
body It)' the nSl'J:()W vote of 203 to 262. U, .-
receiving the bill back from the house, the •· 
ate had not accepted the amendmentst the- mea-
sure would have gone to conference, and the 
conference report must then have been accepted 
· by both houses or the 'bill would have been dead. 
Rather than run the risk of an adverse vote Jn 
the house administration leaders in the ~nate 
moved for concurrence in the house amendments 
and the bill was pauecl. 
* * * 1.'ll()SB 1$0LATIONIST8 'WJIO RA VE CON· 
silteritly opposed co-operation with Great Bri· 
ta1n in her conflict with Hitler and Hitlerism 
are bdlni something exceedingly sinister in· 
the aecret conference between President Roose-
velt and ~mler ChUJ:'Chlll.. Tbey say the fact 
that the waa ~t and that con'1'• 
,14 not caillted coneemln1 It or the views 
£hire to presented 11 a !lat rejection of the 
bufc prlntiplea of democr~. ~tier, as a re-
present4Uve of the Nd. ~phy, 1a the enemy 
of the United State&, an tbll nation la his 
enemy, Thi wellare of thla nation demands the 
ldeatructlon of the thml Which he represents, and 
~ 1\al le,ft •• oUler than ton:e :for the 
~t of that end. "'-n4, It charged with 
Ht ~ty. not an llOlatlontat of the lot 
Wom ooiP1tt the W.le ~ of notitytng th 
enemy ln advanee of t • ~ which are to 
employed 1or hla deatructtori 
* * • 
flOMID OBITICI 01' fJ'D JOINT S'l'ATB-
mtnt illued b)" R~lt ancl GhurcbiU have 
ijitl a.t ,ublcri~ that Jtatement Presi· 
dent Jtooaevelt bU Id the United States 
to maure damocracr 1 blellln1s to an th,e 
world. and to launch ltJtU Upc)n a grand mill.· 
tary onaaadtt :for that p~. Apparently. they 
1-vt not read tu ~ent carefully. Each of * .r,llt ollUIU ~illlll a hope or a desire, 
1'0 qlllblt In lt that pledges IUlY 
* * 
'DON THE TWO ~ 
VI respective nations desl.ii'. a.a· 
~ tenttorlal or otber; tha11 they de-
sire no territorial changes that do not ac;cord 
with the wishes of those a.Uffled: that )' ~ 
spect l'lghts of 1e1t-govern111at qd wit)\ 
rights to be ;restored; that they will e 
further the enjoyment by all states 
of eQQnQJUic opportunity: that tlltf 
brlnJ about international co-o~tfon tor !ln, 
pl'()Ved eccmomic and 1QC!,u litandardt; that they 
hope w lff establllhed a juat and tndurins . 
; the seas shoql.4 be Qpell: 1:0 M} ... , ...... _, 
, and that ''they ~, tN 
world mutt abandon the use of fQ~, c ~ 
unruly qpesso:r natlons must I)@ -dfsar 
'nle at.tement describes tn bne.t th• :ldiW 
at world which it la believed ougllt to ,x1,t. um 
toward wliose buJid1n1 ~' two natton, ve 
workmJ. 8ut ther• la '10 »ladle u to tli• mo,ma to•• ed t 
WHETHER MOST OF THE TOADS 
'hat were so much in evidence a short 
time ago have moved to other localities 
or gone into hiding, they have practically 
disappeared from districts in which they 
• vere recently so numer-
ous, and reports are re-
ceived of the appearance 
of toads in other locali· 
ties where they were not 
tormerly noticed. They 
can't very well be the 
c• me toads, for at 1:heir 
maximum rate of travel 
lhey couldn't have 
r.overed so much ground 
n so short a time. In 
' he following letter M. T. 
Cummings, park super-
,ntendent o:f Drayton, 
N'. D., discusses the 1ub- Da~ea 
:ect of toads from the ltuldpolnt of his 
own observations: 
* * * ''I HAVE READ WITH GREAT IN· 
terest your observations anent the recent 
r>pidemic of toads. I have heard my par· 
~nta tell of a similar visitation o:f what 
they called "waw dogs", no doubt they 
were poIUwop or tadpoles, and their 
nresence was due to the same causes that 
:nade the toads in such obvious abundance 
'n Grand Forks after a recent rain. My 
'l8.rents, with other early settlers, held to 
the popular theory that these "water 
dogs" had rained down. This theory is all 
too fantastic to a student of natural his-
tory. In searching for a more satisfac-
tory explanation let us take Into account 
a rew relevant facts. There ls much peat 
in the soil of North Dakota. There is as 
much or more In the soil of Ireland. There 
:ire no frogs, toads or snakes in Ireland. 
Some ascribe this to the ministrations of 
St. Patrick. This WQuld hardly explain the 
almost total ablenct of snakes in North 
Dakota. 
* * * "BUT BACK TO THE TOADS. AS WE 
.have seen our soil ls he.-y;Uy alkaline. In 
"'1.;l.mes of abundant rain fall the alkali is 
eld in wolution and carried into the lower 
subsoil by percolation. This leaves the 
surface soil relatively neutral. Then we 
have, as we have had tor six weeks, a 
protracted dry spell. During this time the 
subsoil moisture is carried to the surface 
by capillarity. Reaching the surface the 
water evaporates but alkali, being non 
volatile, is left behind Impounded in the 
top soil. Now let there come a copious 
rain. The water ptcks 'Ill> and Is seen 
heavily saturated with this abundant al· 
kall. The toads are soon in distress and 
begin to hop about leaving their seclusion 
under roots and stones and the shelter of 
foundation walls and come out into the 
open air to cool off. Likewise the earth 
worms find themselves in trouble and 
they too crawl out and drag themselves 
about in profusion to escape their too 
alkaline bath. Snakes, if there are any, 
crawl out to "sun themselves" and es, 
cape the alkali. 
* * * 
"AND JUST HERE, THE BOTANIST 
must step into the picture. Trees as well 
as reptiles are victims of this quick ab-
undant alkali saturation. Professor Asa 
Gray·in his Manu Botany says that 
"moisture enters th ots 0f plants eith· 
er as vapor or as water, probably the 
former." I seem to have discovered that 
It enters as water. Called to arrest the 
decay1of a natural park I took chips from 
a dying tree and soaked them in distilled 
water. The ooze gave back an alkaline re-
action to litmus paper. Natural sap is 
neutral. Hence I concluded the alkali en-
tered the tree wft:h the water it took up. 
If the moisture entered the tree in the 
form of vapor the alkali would have been 
left behind." 
* * • A GLEAM WAS GIVEN TO TIIB 
BBOAOB. 
B,: l'lora <*meron Jlarr. 
There was a Ian4 cilled; 8cotta, 
She was of elder ho"FS 
When Tyre first spun her purple 
And Babylon hung her flowers. 
The Noble Roman ~te her 
As, "Calendonian Strand, 
The only saot where freemen 
Alone keep tree their land." 
Then come the hordes oJ. Teutons, 
The fleeing Roman slaves 
To make of Cambrla's valleys 
One awful realm of graves. 
There was a land callecI Scotia-
She dares them to encroach 
Where every plaided clansman 
Holds dear the fiery broach; 
Where heath and hearth are sacred; 
Free ancient courts and land; 
The only spot where freemen 
Kiss no imperial hand. 
Less watchful grow the tartans, 
('Tis thus that nations fall), 
A laughing, loving J:)eople 
On heath and in the hall. 
The wily foe is lurking 
By altar and the hearth-
To think a land like Scotland 
Should perish from the earth! 
What tho the Gael and Sassanach 
Go down in death together, 
There'll be O Earth forever 
A sobldu on 4!1& •ther. 
The Saxon joins his kinsfolk 
Whom once he did desert, 
But where in bartered birthright 
Is healing for the hurt! 
Not you who sell your birthright; 
Not you who sell your souls, 
But you, the patriotic 
Whom Honol'I yet controls; 
Shades of tne gallant Spartans 
Who met Thermopolae 
And every Hebrew soldier 
Who fell a "Maccabee; 
You banshea by the Bannock; . 
You wraiths who weep Culloden; 
Brave of the bravest, Finland, 
The torn and the downtrodden; 
Erin's long llne of martyrs 
With Eamon's watchful band; 
Spirit of Kosciusko, 
0 you wiQ. understand: 
There was a land called Scotia-
She was my native land. 
IN ORDER TO :T•dt.ITATE RE-
moval to another site a bil house 1n the 
·nclnlty of White Plains, N. Y., was cut 
into three sections, to be moved on heavy 
trucks. Slip~ from its truelll the mid· 
dle section landed on its 
side an4 restat~ efforts 
to remount ft. "n. mov-
et'I got lk!ts under it, lu· 
brica.ted the pvement 
witlt' 80ft soap .a slid it 
~S00feetof 
U. jollrney. 
I suppose soft soap is 
ltill being made some-
w~ though haven't 
aeen any of ft for many 
years. Long ago making 
soft soap wu one of the 
regular routine activities 
of the eastem farm. The 
te ple. Lye obtained by 
ta bolled With fat 
tat to,: that put-
~ .;. l : 9ft l'faht the 
.lJl,TJDrf ma ot abcmt 
thlD jelly. It has pow-
e but is hard on 
the handa Qn dencate fabrics. It was 
utld reau in such operations as 
«rubbln,t fl®rs aJ14 eleanstng kettles and 
other utensils. 
• * 
ON MY OWN FARM WITH ONLY A 
vague recollection of the method 01 oper-
ation, I once made a batch of ioft soa~ I 
made a leach sbmlar to those that l had 
seen, Qd in time collected about a bar-
rel of lye. Scraps of fat were tried out 
until a far~~. quantity had ·been accumu-
lated. Then lfe and fat were placed hi a 
big kettle O'Vet an outdoor fire anO 
brought to a boll. 'When it seemed about 
time tor the mess to be done it was 
allowed to cool in the expectation that it 
would be soap. But it wasn't. It was just 
a thhi liquid that looked like dark brown 
water. P\JZZled, I began to experiment. l 
put a cupful of the stuff in a ttn can, ad-
ded •re lye, and cooked 1t, but it didn't 
make soap. Then I tried adding more 
grease. No soap! Aeetdentally I dumped 
two or three cups of water into a can 
containing about a cup of the soap mix-
ture, and ~ 1t; began to jell. 
What it needed was more water. r had 
about a barrel of the base compound, to 
which 1t was only necesaary to add three 
or four barrels of water to make soap. 
We could get along nicely with only one 
barrel of soap, or less, but we were able 
to supply the neithbors for miles arount;t. 
* * * 
SOME OF '1'H)i: EASTERN HOUSE-
wives had ways of turning the soft soap 
Into bard. I never learned the process, but 
I knQW tha( Iii some cases rosin was ad-
ded, and probably other ingredients. Then 
there were the little aoap factories which 
were tucked away herf and there in the 
woods. Often these little l)lanta made their 
own lye ,rom ashes left from the burning 
of large quantities of ~ood.:ln the cle,arlxlg 
:>f land. in aclflt.1"1 t-..ms made the 
rounds of ti. ·~side collecting 
&lhes froni 'the 1,arJlis; fox: which they ex-
changed the yellbit°bar soap made at the 
• 4i, .'°NALD, WHO WRITES 
that h1s hobby is paleontology and gen-
eral geology, discuues the toad phenome-
non as follows: 
* * .• 
"YOU ASK, whence and whether. 
Where d the toads come from and 
where they go? My observations ~ 
investf,at.lons have taught me the lot. 
lowing: 
Toada gs are oviparous amphi• 
b!ans and traced back to the age of 
the herb •ating dinosaurls which 
roamed the of Montana and Wy-
oming 60 mWSonc~ ago or more, long 
before man sepai'ated him,self from the 
(slime and ocme) sperm and ovum of the 
ocean and wl1Sled his anatomy across 
the strand. PJ,ase don't 1/idsunderstand 
me. I am not U')'ing to wo.dt up • rela· 
tionship between toads, -.., apes, or-
angs, gorillas and man, but rather, that 
the apes, gorillas, toads a'nd trogs, etc., 
are divergent branches derived from the 
same parent stock from which man him· 
se~ sp:mng, the same as those of all 
other d_ead or living organism. 
"Therefor, we do know ~ toads pro-
duce pollywogs, and in tarn pollywogs 
produce toads. The sperm and ovum are 
as a rule de~ in sloughs and shal· 
low fresh water. When ft rains a sutft,. 
clant amount ot water, the sloughs anJ 
lo• 4>laces overflow and the water · .. (1b 
Ndrt!l ~) ,tnc1s its "wq into road 
ditches and other channels carrying with · 
ft, sperm, ovum, pollywop, and millions 
of matured and Jmmatured tolds and 
frogs. They find their wey ,o the wide 
open spaces, the roads a114I fields in 
search of something to eat. Finally, owing 
to the 1,a~ that they cannot live but a 
feflf h<>U1'8' under the scorching rays of 
the sun they seek shelter. The result is, 
In the due course of time they die and 
their an~tomy goes back to the silent 
duat onl,: to take their place in the end,.; 
less eh of evolution. 
LITTLE EV A .IS DEf:_D. SOM~ OF US 
nave witnessed the death of Ii le Eva 
several times, and there are many eyes, 
. now grown dim with age, which have 
b e c o m e misty, and 
wrinkled cheeks down 
~which tears have run, as 
little Eva drew her last 
breath. Vve have shared 
the sorrow of Uncle Tom, 
. and Topsy, and Miss 
phelia, as the child clos .. 
•d her eyes in her last 
sleep- for that evening. 
A · grand old melodrama 
was "Uncle Tom's Cab-
in," full of impossibili· 
ties, but touching sympa-
thetic natures in their Davies 
tenderest spots. T h e 
death of little Eva touched the hearts of 
millions, but now the original little Eva 
is dead, for good. 
* * * 
'AT THE AGE OF 93 MRS. CORDELIA 
Howard MacDonald died in Boston last 
-week. It · was she who, at the age of 4, 
2kave the :first stage portrayal of Mrs. 
Stowe's famous child character in the 
original dramatized version of "Uncle 
-Tom's Cabin." That was in 1852. 
* * * GEORGE C. HOW ARD, MRS. MAC-
..Donald's father, who was at that time. 
:lessee of a theatre in Troy, N. Y., and 
owner of the company that played there. 
Mrs. Stowe's book had just been published 
. nd had swept the country. Howard rec-
-ognized its dramatic possibilities, and he 
saw in Eva an opportunity for his little 
_·sirl, Cordelia. Dramatic rights to the story 
-had not been reserved, and Howard turned 
nver to George L. Aiken, a cousin and 
actor in his company, the job of prepar-
. fng a stage version of the story. Thus 
.. ~ik.en produced the original script of a 
:}>lay that was to be a sensational success. 
I * \ * * 
HOWARD'S COMPANY PRODUCED 
-th play in the Troy theatre, and it was 
an instant hit. The company was pretty 
much of a family affair. The part of Eva 
as given to little Cordelia, and Howard 
himself played St. Clair, father of Eva. 
Mrs. Howard played Topsy; Aiken played 
George Harris . and doubled in the char-
acter of 'George Shelby; Cordelia's uncle, 
George Fox, was the Phineas Fletcher 
and doubled as GumP.tion Cute; and her ~ 
grandmother had the role of Miss Ophelia. 
* * *, 
Cordelia Howard played Little Eva for 
eight years and retired permanently froin 
·the stage at the age of 12, later marrying 
a Cambridge business man. Because of 
her connection with the first "Uncle Tom" 
play she was often importuned to re-
appear in it, but she always declined, say-
ing that she had never had a desire to 
return to the stage except as a member 
·of the audience. In that capacity she often 
witnessed the play, in which she never 
lost interest. In 1933, when the play was 
revived with Otis Skinner and Queenie 
Smith in the principal roles, Miss Mac· 
Donald occupied a box seat .. It must have . 
been an interesting experience to her t.o 
look back over those eighty years that 
had elapsed since she first thrilled an 
audience with a child impersonation. 
* * * IN THE EARLY YEARS OF THE 
play '.'Uncle Tom's Cabin" was played 
seriously, and was as seriously received 
by the public. Later both presentation 
and reception degenerated. The play be-
came the vehicle for clowning, a:hd it 
came to be received by the public as a 
more or less entertaining farce. In some 
versions both script and story were doc-
tored so as to emphasize the farcical ele-
ments. Marks, the lawyer, and his donkey 
became more prominent than Uncle Tom 
himself. Great Danes and mastiffs were 
featured in the parades as the "blood-
hounds" that chased Eliza across the ice. 
In one version, in order that the audience 
might have its fill of absurdities there 
were shown two Topseys and two Marks-
es • 
* * * 
MANY OF THE OLDER ACTORS 
who later became famous played in 
"Uncle Tom's Cabin." I suppose more 
road companies have toured with · that 
play than with any other. But as the ser-
ious reputation of the .'Play diminished, 
actors became chary of association with 
it, and the fact that one was a "Tommer" 
is something that many a modern actor 
would like to have erased from his record .. 
The play has long been in storage, · and 
it is not likely ever to, be seen on the road 
again except, possibly, as a demonstration 
of what one was, but is no more. 

AN OLD NEWSPAPER, IF SUFFICI· 
ently old, ls both a source of entertain-
ment and a mine of information f@ one 
who bu time to examine it and to com· 
pare the habita and waya of life of the 
time in which it was pub-
lished with those of the 
wesent. I bave just been 
:,lancing thn>ugh two old 
gapers, the property ot 
Mrs. Mn Mitchell, at 
)Unto, whldl appear to 
ave remained for many 
years amans the effects 
et the Minto .ToarnaJ. the 
•ewspaper JGns pabliab-
ed by the Mitdwll 1am-
By. 
One of theae la the Ad-
vent Re'1iew and Sal> 
bath Herald, pubUshed 
Y the Seloenth Day Advent Publishing as-
80clation at Battle Creek, Mich. This copy 
dated Aupst 23, 1864, and moat of 11:i 
content& ~ us-auon o1 Ado 
Yentist tie 1114,1 ot. m~• 
eld by Jeetateil ~ 61 the 
country. But there are Qlo • 
.tlectfng customs and attitudes wfileh ha 
changed materially. 
* * * ONE CQRR.Fm>ONDENT WRITES OF 
having· attended a Methodist meeting, 
and he contruta aome of the customs 01> 
served with those of 40 years earlier. He 
tells of one of those earlier meetings 
where "all bonnets were alike in form 
and color; how plain and simple, yet beau-
tiful; so natural and useful; nothing 
about them gay, and nothing needless." 
But in 40 years "all pecUliarities of dress 
have passed away, and I can distinguish 
no one aa a Methodist by hat or bonnet, 
by coat ar lhawL" 'Ihings were not as 
they usecl- to be. 
* * * 
OF THE SERMON THE CORRES-
pondent writes: 
vagaries by the abeurdltlea and foUiea 
which overload their few ,rainl of reason 
and common sense." 
Imagine a newspaper of today report· 
ing a meeting In that fuhion ( 
* * • 
BY WAY OF CONTRAST THE OTHER 
paper la a spiritualist publication, the 
Ban*'1" of IJght, publlllhed in Boston, 
da~:~.1 201 1865. One page Of the paper 
Ss aevoted to a series of q ons and 
answers. ffie questions bein sked by 
pel'IOns wishing to communicate with 
th()lle bl the ~ world, and the answers 
beinc atYen by the spirits. 
• * • 
IN A. OOL'UMN OF MISCELLANEOUS 
paraifapha .are itema which carry 
one's thoughts back to tbe d&YI of the 
CMI war and those immedla~ly follow-
fna'. A brief paragraph tells ot burial 
of Abraham Lincoln at *Pztngfield. 
Charies Sumner was to <ltlll~ an ora· •n on Llfteoln at ~ffl£i1d '!be gold 
dollar waa worth only 30 centa more than 
the dollar ,reenback. It had been worth 
three times the value of Ute greenback. 
It ha4 been proposed to commemorate 
the next Fourth of July by 1'ymc the 
comer stone of the monument at the 
national cemetery at ~mg. General 
Ro8'(ft!UI dented tltft. lie had been re-
crultln.c soldiers for the Mexican republic. 
CMl ,,,.. IOldlers were being mustered 
out. Hope wu expressed that now that 
the war ,vu over, commodity ~ 
would soon declliw ao ttiat men coultl 
again suppal't f ea at reasonable 
rates. 
"I am all attention, for the pastor is a 
very eloquent man. He has just prayed 
that the .sermon mlaht eome direct from 
the mouth of GQcl, and from my heart I 
said am.en· but what WU my disappoint-
ment to .tln4 tbat lt wu not even to come 
direct from the mouth of man, as every 1 
word lay written on the desk ••• He read 
a sermon, good as Wesley's, but no bet· 
ter, and I felt that I might as well be at 
home with a volume ot Wesley In my 
hand." 
* • 
THERE HAD lmEN' A CONVENTION 
of spiritualists in Chicago, and an article 
in the little paper on that l9Ubject de-
scribes the convention as having ended in 
smoke. Clearly the paper had no use for 
spiritualism. There is quoted a paragraph 
from the Chicago Tribune's "news" 
report of the CQnvention which might be 
interesting to those who insist that mod· 
ern newspapers color thetr news. The 
Tribune winds up lta .. impvtial" report 
thus: 
.. • * 
MAY THE WHOLE FLOCK OF SPIR· 
ituallsts, harmonialists, spirits, bloomers, 
.strong-minded women and weak-minded 
men continue elsewhere and ever, and as 
in this their recent convention in this city, 
t 1 t correctives to th~ 

IN REPLY TO THE QUESTION 
about where the toads go a friend tele-
phoned me that . they just bury them· 
aelves. One of them did, anyway, right 
in his yard, while he 
was watching. The toad, 
o·f med~um size, started 
digging in the tough 
sod with its front feet, 
making the dirt fly as a 
dog would· do, and with-
in a few minutes it had 
a hole big enough to 
fit, and it settled down 
into that hole and in 
s o m e w a y gathered 
some loose earth over 
its back, leaving out. 
Davies only ~ts snout an? eyes. 
Question: Was 1t set-
tling itself down for a snooze, · or was it 
hiding itself so that the insects on which 
it feeds would come within reach with-
out being frightened away? 
* * * 
. LAST WINTER I WAS GIVEN A 
Christmas present in the form of a .bird 
feeding appliance of a type new to me. 
A round stick of birch wood a foot long 
and two or three inches in diameter had 
five or six one-inch holes bored in it, and 
each hole was filled with seed mixed 
with what I took to be suet. It seemed 
like a good idea, and I hung it in a 
tree and watched for the birds to come 
and help themselves. Birds came and 
went, but not one paid any attention 
to the food offered. I set it in several 
positions, but the food remained un-
touched. All summer it has hung, for-
gotten, in a tree that is now covered with 
foliage. The other day I saw a little bird 
that I should call a downy woodpecker 
alight near the neglected stick and then 
head straight for it as if familiar with 
it. Attacking one of the little stores of 
food the bird pecked away until it had 
partal{en of a good meal, then wiping 
its bill on a twi~ it flew away. On ex-
amination I found that the food in sev· 
erar holes had been ~ampled. Though 
neglected in midwinter when one would 
suppose food was scarce, the little store 
·of food has been discovered and is be-
ing used. Perhaps it had to hang about 
that long to ripen. 
* * *-
THE GRACKLE IS A DESERVEDLY 
unpopular bird because of its evil prac-
tice of destroying the eggs and the young 
of other birds. That is too bad, because 
the grackle is a beautiful bird which 
has some useful qualities which offset 
in part its bad tendencies. The glossy 
purple plumage of the male grackle's 
head and neck give the bird an appear· / 
ance of real distinction, and instead of 
hopping about as so many other birds 
do, it walks with sedate and stately 
tread, making one think, perhaps, of an 
archbishop. 
* * * 
A VORACIOUS FEEDER, THE 
grackle must consume many times its 
weight in insects in the course of a sea-
son. Each summer I see a pair or two 
of the birds about tp.e premises occa-
sionally, so I suppose they must nest 
somewhere near by. Last fall I was 
visited by a whole colony of a dozen or 
so of the black birds, and from their 
behavior. I guessed that there were two 
or three pair of adult birds and sever· 
al young ones. Day after day for an 
hour or two at a time they took posses-
sion of the little back lawn, and they 
must have searched every inch of it 
for bugs and worms. 
* * * 
SOME WEEKS AGO I WROTE 
about a pair of birds · that had built a 
nest near the home of a neighbor and 
which none of us were able to identify at 
the time. Though the birds were fear-
less they were so constantly in motion 
that it was difficult to get a good view 
of them. However, after several obser-
vations it was decided that they were 
cedar waxwings. In addition to the oth-
er characteristic features they had those_ 
peculiar little wax-like appendages on 
the tips · of their upper wing features 
that give the name to that species. The 
mother bird sat patiently on the nest 
until three young ones were hatched. 
Then one day the whole family disap-
peared, leaving .one unhatched egg 'in 
the nest. 
I . 
AIR RAIDS HAVE NECESS~RILY 
i . ffected every line of industry in 'Great 
J .,ritain, and the business of manufactur-
i :ig goods of all kinds is condu~ted under 
'· hazards of - . instant de-
str.uction without notice. 
Nevertheless, production 
goes on, for the people 
must be fed and clothed 
even though there is a 
war on, and because the 
country is at war the 
continuous production of 
the implements of war 
has become a supreme 
necessity. But other lines 
of production are main-
tained, even. though they 
Davies may not be directly as-
sociated with war, for in 
~he midst of war it is ne<..-essary that life 
:1rogress as nearly as possible in its nor-
~-:,.1al relationships. 
. ~ . ~ 
' HENCE, NOT ONLY ARE BRITISH 
?ublishing houses turning out their· daily 
,:~uota of newspapers in order · that the 
1-)eople may be informed of what is going 
on at home and abroad, but books are 
::till being produced in astonishing vol-
. ·me. Paternoster Row, the center of Lon-
e '.on's book trade, was shattered by bombs 
t'.nd went up in flames, and with it went 
· '.undreds of thousands of books some of 
them precious volumes which had been 
treasured for centuries anci which never 
can be replaced. But the publishers 
'.·aoved almost overnight into other .quar-
l 2rs, some of which had been prepared in 
~dv~nce for such an emergency, and the 
'.Jusm~ss of publishing books goes on. 
ONE LARGE 'EUBLISHING HOUSE, 
finding itself with two of the quickest 
best-sellers in its long and successful 
history, had to excuse itself to the retail 
trade lamoring for fulfilment of its piling 
orders. They were sorry, but a delayed 
action bomb had buried itself beneath their 
front doorstep and members of the force 
could not get to their places until the 
bomb had gone off. This sort of thing 
was regarded as one of the hazards of 
war-time publishing and was borne with 
patient good humor. 
* h * * 
· AMONG THE EFFECTS OF. THEIR 
re~ently deceased daughter a North Dc;t-
kota family found a poem entitled "The 
Nurse" in the daughter's handwriting. 
At various times the young woman had 
written short poems, but whether· or not 
this one is her own is not known. The 
family would like to_ know, if possible, 
whether this poem 1s original or a copy, 
and if the latter, who is the author. The 
text of the poem follows: 
THE NURSE 
The world grows better, year after year, 
Because some nurse in her little sphere 
Puts on her apron and smiles and sings, 
And keeps on doing the same old things . 
Taking the temperatures, giving the pills 
To remedy mankinds' numerous ills. 
Feeding the babies, answering bells, 
Being polite with a heart that rebels. 
Longing for home, yet all the while 
Wearing the same professional smile. 
Blessing the new born babe's first breath, 
Closing eyes that are stilled in death. 
Taking the blame for others' mistakes, 
0, dear, what a world of patience it takes. 
Goin.g, off duty at seven o'clock, 
Tired, discouraged, ready to drop. 
Then called back for special at seven 
fifteen 
With woe in her heart that must not be 
seen. 
, Morning and evening, day and night, 
Just doing her job, praying it's right. 
When we lay down our cap and cross the 
bar 
0, Lord, will you give us just one little 
star 
To wear in our crewn with out uniform 
new 
In that wonderful city, where the head-
nurse is You? 
* * * 
CAPTAIN ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT, 
J son of the president, arrived in London 
from Iceland, checked in at a hotel •and 
1 then disappeared from public view . 
. Whether he had gone for a walk or was 
taking a bath was kept a profound mili-
tary secret. The American ·embassy said, 
however, that he would hold a press con-
ference at his hotel next morning. Why? 
THAT ASSOCIATED PRESS STORY clusion, which ls not altogether definite 
about the little dog that was picked up but seems to favor Spanish as the solu-
three miles off Long Island, swimming tion (for the western hemisphere only) 
sturdily toward a point on the Connecti- of the international language problem. 
cut shore seven miles away, prompts the * * "' 
question: How long and "ONE MAY GRANT THAT SPANISH 
how far can a dog swim? Is a language having expressiveness and 
I recall no records of beauty, that it is widely used, and that its 
' long distance swimming acquisition is less difficult than that of 
by dogs, though I sup. some other tongues of national origin; 
pose there are such rec- in short, that if a high school student who 
ords. Some dogs take must include several years of language in 
naturally to the water his curriculum be given a choice between 
and swim easily, while German, French and Spanish, there are 
others do not. The dog arguments of considerable weight which 
picked up in the Atlantic might lead him to choose the last named 
is a spaniel, which is pre- in preference to one of the others. 
eminently a water dog. • * * 
I am well acquainted "BUT WHEN ONE TAKES A COM-
with another dog, a ner- prehensive view of the international lang-
vous, high-strung Bos- Davies uage problem for the Americas, he must 
' ton, which will plunge into the water not for a moment forget that 40% of all 
readily, but which would wear itself in Latin America, both by area and by popu-
a very short swim. Instead of floating lation, is found in the one great republic 
along easily with only her nose out of of Brazil, where the language is not 
the water she struggles to get on top of Spanish but Portuguese. It is true that 
lt. Portuguese has a resemblance to Spanish, 
* * * (somewhat as Swedish re$embles Danish 
THE HUMAN BABY IS ONE OF THE or as Czech resembles Polish), but the 
few infancy animals that cannot swim in- two differ widely in pronunciation, differ 
stinctively. Cats are not fond of the also in grammar and vocabulary; and the 
water, but they can and do swim, and Brazilians (our very good friends to the 
even a very young kitten which has never south) are proudly conscious of the dif-
seen water will swim if thrown in. I re- ference. So the learning of Spanish-use-
member a theory that was current among ful though it admittedly is-is by no 
my youthful companions that whiM a pig means a key to unlock all of Latin Ameri-
could swim, it couldn't keep It up long be- ca Uet alone the rest of the world) to a 
cause it would cut its throat with its front Nor.th American. 
feet. Since then I have seen a few pigs "OF COURS; A.;Y R;FERENCE TO 
swim, but I never knew one to cut its 
throat. Latin America touches only one small 
,r. * * segment of the world's language problem 
AN ARTICLE IN THE NATIONAL as a whole. Esperanto does not claim to 
be a "perfect" language, (in fact, no 'per-
Geographic tells of natives of a district feet' language has ever existed or can, in 
in southern Mexico swimming their hor, the nature of the case, ever exist). Esper-
ses across a river, and says that some- anto does claim to be a beautiful, exact, 
times the riders will place their feet be- and thoroughly serviceable language-
tween the ears of their horses in a futile and one which is easy enough that a sat-
effort to keep dry. I wonder if somebody isfactory mastery of it can be attained in 
wasn't spoofing the writer about that. about one third of the ~ ,nl;leded for a 
Certainly that would be poor practice if satisfactory mastery of" Spanish, for in-
the animal were actually swimming. The stance. Although based on European 
conventional way for a horseman to swim roots, and therefore less easy for Orien-
his horse across a stream ls to slide off tals than for us, it is significant that Es-
and cling to the beast's tail. The horse is peranto has been much favored and prac-
a good swimmer, but with a man on his tically used by both the Japanese and the 
back he would be likely to drown. Chinese, for the reason that it is so much 
* * * easier for the natives of those countries 
ERNEST G. DODGE, WHO WRITES than either English, German, or French. 
from Washington, D. C., but whom I am * * * 
mable to identify, makes this contribu- "NATURALLY, THE NUMBEij. OF 
~on to the discussion of standard modern Esperantists up to present date falls far 
nguage.s- -¥er.su& Esperanto.--..,""V~htt't'flhr-cm,,-.,h<Jl'l'"11nfflM111mbera wao speak SpaniSh, 
ractical knowledge of the subject my- or French, or Italian, or German. But 
,elf I offer the suggestion that there is there is a compensation here which is 
no necessary conflict between the two; often overlooked. The Esperantists are 
that the romance languages must have scattered all over the world, forming 
their place in college courses; that a good numerous islands of intercommunicability 
knowledge of Spanish or Portuguese is to be found in all the nations. And be-
essential to those likely to have personal cause they are recruited from among folk 
contacts with their neighbors in Latin having forward looking tendencies, the 
America; but that Esperanto appears to percentage among the Esperant!sts who 
be a useful medium of communication are people that you or I might have some 
for those who have not the time or the rational motive for wanting to exchange 
opportunity to undertake the real study of ideas which is far greater than the cor-
a foreign language. Mr. Dodge writes as responding percentage among the native 
tallows: users of any national language whatso-
* * * 
"MY ATTENTION HAS BEEN CALL-
ed to your 'That Reminds Me' column 
of August 14, which is largely devoted to 
a letter from Professor Henry E. Haxo 
ln discussion of international communi-
cation, and the question whether the ev-
entual full solution lies with the adop-
tion of the consciously created auxiliary 
language, Esperanto, or in the Interna-
tional extension of some existing national 
language. 
"The convinced adher ents of Esperanto, 
of whom I am one, can agree with several 
of Professor Haxo's specific statements, 
· out concurring in his final con-
ever. 
* * * 
"BUT THE STRONGEST PILLAR OF 
all in the edifice of argument for Esperan-
to is of a different nature. It is simply 
that Esperanto is not a national language. 
Hence its ultimate general adoption wlll 
not mean the imposing by any nation, or 
group of nations, of its own national 
pride of "superiority" upon other folk 
who have a justifiable pride in their own 
cultural traditions. This argument trans-
cends que,stions such as those of simplici-
ty and relative difficulty, because it is 
rooted in a spiritual fact of great signi-
ficance." 
N EARNEST 'AND COMPETENT 
social worker in an eastern city reports 
that of the small boys whom she took 
to a summer camp a few weeks ago not 
one had a suit of pajamas or other night 
clothing. They just slept 
in their shirts. That, 
thinks the worker, is 
evidence of a st~ndard of 
living almost hopelessly 
low, and a condition with 
which society should con-
cern itself. 
I suppose there are 
several million men and 
boys ·in the United States 
who have never owned 
either pajamas or night-
gowns, but who are in-
telligent and prosperous 
and live lives " of reason- Davies 
able comfort. Very many of them, 
though they have not acquired the habit 
of wearing separate sleeping suits, are 
economically above the average and have 
excellent social standing. Yet the social 
worker is right in accepting the absence 
of suitable night clothes on the part of her 
boys as evidence of a low plane of living. 
* * * 
ALL. SUCH THINGS ARE RELATIVE. 
The. tropical savage who is clothed only 
in a single brief garment may be a · per-
son of character, dignity and substance. 
He experiences no sense of hl;lmiliation 
because of his lack of fine raiment be-
cause fine raiment is not the custom of 
his tribe. He is dressed just as his neigh-
bors are, and his standards are in all re-
spects like theirs. But the boys who went 
to that camp live in a cemmunity whose 
customs have left their own families far 
behind. They are out of step with their 
neighbors. 
not until their use has become the rule 
in a community can their absence be -· ac-
cepted as evidence of a low standard of 
living. 
* * * 
NEARLY 300 YEARS AGO SAMUEL 
Pepys held a position equivalent to that 
of secretary of the British navy. To all 
intents he was the builder· of the navy, 
and his social position was equal to that 
of any man in the kingdom. ,But his diary 
reveals the existence of living conditions 
in his own household which today would 
demand the calling out of the health de-
partment and the vigorous u~e of soap 
and water, scrubbing brushes, fumigation 
and fine-tooth combs. The London of that 
day was a filthy place, and not e~en .its 1 
eminent residents, any more 'than the 
residents of other cities, understood the 
art of keeping clean. Yet there were a 
lot of fine people among them. 
* * * MANY SECTIONS OF NORTH DAKO· 
ta and Minnesota have been visited by 
countless numbers of toads. In western 
Grand Forks county and in Nelson county 
parts of Highway No. 2 are reported to be 
almost completely covered with crickets 
which, presumably, are equally numerous 
on the fields. Attracted, probably, by the 
crickets, there are clouds of gulls, so 
numerous that when they settle on a 
plowed field it appears from . a distance 
as if covered with snow. For some reason 
that area sems to be a favorite with gulls 
which in the course of a season must con-
sume many tons of insects. One is re-
minded of the gulls which saved one of 
the early crops of the _Mormons at Salt / 
Lake from destruction by locusts. In rec-
ognition . of that service a monument 
dedicated to the memory of the gulls was 
erected in· Salt Lake City. 
* * * * * * 
PERSONAL HABITS AND THE. I AM NOT AWARE THAT THE COM-
means used to make them possible · are , mon black · cricket damages any of our 
1;ubject to no unchanging set of rules. It early· crops. It is a late-season insect, be-
is almost a century since the first bath- coming active after most of the crops are 
tub was installed in a residence in the harvested. It is; however, exceedingly 
United States, yet the absence of bath- voracious and destructive. Where crick-
tubs was not a sign of destitution. Run- ets are nurn_erous shocks of grain are 
ning water in the home, electric lights, often found filled with them, and shock 
electric refrigeration and a lot of other which, appears perfect on the surface 
things h~ve come, upon us gradually, an1 will be found to be. nothi1-1g more .than 
- an empty shell. Growmg corn also suffers 
, from the depredations of crickets, which 
strip the ears of their partly matured 
kernels. 
PERHAPS BECAUSE OF THE HOR· 
1ible nature of war and the desire for 
something of a lighter nature by way of 
2ontrast, a war period ls always produc· 
tive of a big crop of humorous yarns, 
0ome of them grim and 
f:ome just funny. A cur-
:~ent story which seems 
worth passing on is of 
'i m incident alleged to 
:1ave occurred on the 
:\J"orwegian coast. Villag-
()rs saw a plane, evident-
~Y in trouble, plunge 
downward and alight on 
.he wa er. A boat crew 
.vent out to investigate 
and presently returned 
w i t h o u t passengers. 
dDidn't you find any-
Jody?" the chief boat- Davies 
.nan was asked. "Only Germans,'' was 
~he reply. "Were none of them alive?" 
·'One of them said he was," replied the 
"'Joatman, "but they're such liars you 
Jou can't believe them." 
I • 
* * * 
COMPLETION OF THE GRAND 
Forks airport and re-establishment of 
air-mail and passenger service on what, 
this time, is certain to be a permanent 
basis, directs one's thought to the amaz• 
lng development of air transportation, 
Hterally from nothing, within the lif~time 
of persons scarcely yet of middle age. 
Less than 40 years ago the Wright broth-
ers made their first sensational flight of 
a. few seconds. When stories came from 
Kittyhawk that a machine designed and 
built by the Wrights had taken off and 
traveled several hundred feet through 
the air under its own power, carrying a 
:man, expressions of incredulity came 
from all over the country. It had been 
demonstrated "8cientifically that the thing 
couldn't be don~. Langley's attempt made 
only a short time earlier, had failed. Man 
had never flown, and he never could fly. 
The Wright episode, whatever its form, 
was a stunt for publicity or other com-
mercial purposes. Such were the com-
ments that were freely made. 
* * * 
BUT PRESENTLY IT HAD TO BE AD-
mitted that human flight was possible, for 
men were actually flying, at state fairs 
and popular celebrations. But that the 
airplane had a future other than as a 
means of entertainment was an idea that 
gained acceptance slowly.· Several years 
after the first flight of the Wright broth-
~rs Hoxsey, at a Grand Forks fair, made 
the first flight ever made this side of 
the Twin Cities. He thrilled the crowds 
with his evolutions in the air, and he took 
up a passenger. But one of the reasons 
why Frank Kent was chosen for that first 
,a.ssenger flight was that his weight was 
not likely to overburden the plane. Frank 
was lighter then than he- is now. Next 
week we ~hall have here a· plane which 
normally carries 21 passengers. 
* * * 
THE WORLD WAR OF 25 YEARS 
ago gave aviation a tremendous impetus, 
for military men were quick to sense its 
possibilities and develop them. Today the 
plane is one of the major instruments of 
war, carrying many tons of weight, soar-
ing to heights which make it almost in-
visible, and dropping bombs on targets 
beneath with unbelievable precision. And 
only the other day a big plane crossed 
the Atlantic, Newfoundland to Ireland, in 
7% hours. 
* * * 
THE SPEC TA CUL AR PERFORM· 
ance of the airplane in war has tended to 
divert attention from its development as 
an instrument of peace. Its flights as a 
commercial vehicle have become so much 
a matter of course that they attract no 
more attention than the run of a railway 
train. We think little of the millions · of 
miles of travel that are covered by com-
mercial pla11.es, carrying mail, passengers 
and freight to and from thousands of 
places, remote and otherwise inaccessible. 
The plane has made possible contact 
within a few hours with the vast mining 
country of northern Canada, clear to the 
Arctic, territory which formerly could be! 
reached only by means of months . of dif · 
ficult and dangerous travel. It has pene-
trated the fastnesses of great South Am· 
eflcan jungles and it makes regular 
flights, swiftly and safely over the lofty 
Andes. ' · 
* * * 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE POWER- · 
less glider presents the peculiar feature 
that men learned to fly under power be-
fore then learned to glide without power. 
That is a:s if the child learned to run and 
jump before he learned to stand and walk. 
It is true that the Wrights made some· 
experiments in gliding bef or~ they took 
to the air in a powered plane, but those 
experiments were not intended as actual 
flights. Their purpose was to acquaint 
the experimenters with forms of construc-
tion and methods of control which could 
be used in their powered machine. Not 
until men had learned how to use and 
control powered planes did, they learn how · 
to glide i planes supported by air cur-
rents alon . Now, gliding flights are made 
for hundr ds of miles. 
PERFECTLY TIMED WAS THE PROCLAM· 
ation issued . by Governor Moses setting apart_ the 
week beginning September 21 as Appreciation 
Week, and the reasons advanced for the observ-
ance are sound and convincing. 
North Dakota is peculiarly for-
tunate this year, not only in the 
volume of its farm production, 
but in the ~fact that the produc-
tion is . distributed with fine im-
partiality throughout the state, 
so that no section is deprived of 
lts benefi~s. 
* * * 
WHEAT IS, NORTH DAKO· 
la's major cash _crop, and doubt-
less it will remain so for many 
years, but the state's agricultur- Davies 
al industry is widely varied. Live 
stock, dairy products, poultry, potatoes and sugar 
beets all contribute to the income of the farmer 
Ji,nd the prosperity of the state, and while there 
is reason for gratification in this year's abundant 
;wheat crop, the yield of those other products is 
equally satisfactory. There is, .therefore, sound 
basis for appreciation. 
* *· *· 
~BE VALUE OF SUCH AN OBSERVANCE 
as~ being arranged depends on the response of the 
people in their several communities, and there is 
every evidence now of general an.d wholehearted 
•o:-operation in the movement. Such an observance 
is warranted, not because this happens to be a 
Jrear of good crops, but because faith in the state, 
:which has persisted through years of difficulty 
·1s ·shown to be justified. Through those years the 
elements of life which were present_ in the soil an~ 
~limate of the state retained their vitality and 
:were ready to respond when the cycle changed. 
~nd in like manner the faith of the people, which 
remains unshaken, finds justification, and in the 
facts of today there is inspiration for renewed ef-
fort to create new opportunities and discover 
bidden possibilities. 
* * * 
JN A MAGAZINE ARTICLE SECRET RY 
of Labor Perkins presents her conception o~ the 
functions of the office which she holds and gives 
her version of the ·reasons why she has not pre-
vented strikes. On the latter point she cites the 
fact that other secretaries have not prevented 
strikes, which she appears to think a sufficient 
answer to complaints that have been made. Her 
job, .as she sees it, is merely .to represent labor in 
the United States government. A somewhat di~-
ferent conception would be that it is the business 
of the secretary of labor to represent the United 
States government in the . field of labor. That does 
not appear to have occurred to Madame Perkins. 
* * * 
ACCEPTING HER OWN VIEW OF THE 
duties of her position, just how well has Secre-
tary Perkins represented labor? If she is a faith-
ful representative of labor -she must be impartial 
in respect to controversies arising between rival 
organized groups, but her leanings have consist-
ently been toward the group that has been most 
aggressive in fomenting labor troubles. And sure-
ly her representation of labor does not call for 
support of illegal rulings and illegal methods of 
enforcing them when controversy exists between 
employeJ and employee. It is conceded that she 
cannot prevent strikes, but there is no evidence . 
of real and intelligent effort on her part to avert 
I • 
strikes which have cost working people millions 
in wages. Nor is there evidence of consideration 
by her of the interests of the great army of un-
organized working people who suffer ·from every 
labor disturbance and pay a large share of the 
price of every unjust decision. 
* * * 
GREAT BRITAIN AND RUSSIA NOW OC· 
cupy Iran. Fighting has ceased and an agreement 
has been reached providing for administration 
during the period of occupation.' The Iran gov-
1
. ernment could not have prevented this invasion, 
and, realizing that fact, it made only "token" re-
sistance. Iran has been subjected to pressure 
from German enmity by . yielding without resi~t-
ance to the demands of Britain and Russia. 
Therefore it went through the motions of resist-
ance to an attack which was· made as mild as 
possi~le in view of the understanding that the 
defenders would presently yield. In that process 
of _face-saving some soldiers on both sides wer 
killed-not many, but too many. The fact that 
men must be killed in attack-and defense, neith-
er of which · is seriously intended is one of the· 
abs rdities of war, which in itself is the height of 
absurdity. 
